He's using mortar
to make them stick
Watch him place
the next red ____.
Tap, tap, tap,
On a shell so thick
Then out will come
The baby ____.
He was so happy,  
That guy named Nick,  
That with his heel,  
He gave a ____.
He wanted the fly
But he had to
Be quick,
With his tongue
The frog went __.
Jack saw the ball
He got there quick,
He took his foot,
And gave it a __.
Timmy loves to eat
A candy cane stick
But he's sort of
sloppy
When he gives it a
_____.
To make a juicy sandwich for a picnic
A ripe red tomato
You may need to ___.
He really didn't feel well
That little guy named Dick
In fact, he was feeling Awfully, awfully __.
Benny's new watch
Played a funny trick
It never went tock
It only went ___.